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Abstract
Franklin, Barbara Sarah. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. December, 2013. Infant
Volubility Across Circumstances Estimated From All-Day Recordings. D. Kimbrough Oller.

By analyzing infant volubility we may illuminate early communication
development and aid early identification of disorders. LENA recordings provide a
naturalistic method for gathering data all-day and yield automated labeling of speakers
including the infant wearing the device. In Study 1, 10 six-month-old infants were
studied for volubility in a naturalistic setting analyzed by LENA and a human coder using
a traditional repeat-listening method based on a single all-day recording for each infant.
Twelve randomly selected 5-minute segments (excluding presumed sleep) were coded for
vocal type (vocants, squeals, and growls). This allowed for estimation of six-month-old
infant vocal rate across an entire day, as well as rate of each vocal type in naturalistic
settings and comparison between human coders and the LENA automated software
analyses. These are the first human infant volubility data based on truly naturalistic
sampling. This data will lay groundwork for comparing vocal rate in humanity and other
species. Additionally, we may shed light on the role of volubility and the diversity of
vocal types in human infancy in predicting development and disorders of language.
In Study 2, twenty-four randomly sampled 5-minute segments from the same
recordings as Study 1 were coded in real-time to determine effects of circumstance on
volubility. Additionally, 10 five-minute segments with highest child vocalization rate
(determined by LENA) and random sampling of ten presumed sleep segments (very low
volubility determined by LENA) were also coded. First, coders listened to segments,
coding vocalizations in real time as vocants, growls, squeals, laugh, or cry. Each coder
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then coded circumstance (including but not limited to vocalizations directed to the infant,
vocalizations directed to others, infant alone, and infant asleep) by answering a set of
questions with a scaled response.
This is the first reported naturalistic assessment of infant volubility across
circumstances. The work will help determine the extent to which infants use both
protophones and fixed signals (cry and laugh) spontaneously, instrumentally, and in
social circumstances, offering perspective on both the endogenous tendencies for
vocalization in human infants and tendencies for vocalization used for communicative
purposes.
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Statement of Problem
Infant volubility has typically been studied in short-term observations either at
home or within the lab setting. Study of infant volubility with all-day recordings at home
may provide much more important information regarding patterns of infant vocalization.
The study of infant volubility levels in specific social or non-social circumstances may
also provide information regarding the inherent endogenous motivation in the human
infant to vocalize.
Prior research results regarding volubility for typically developing infants differ
substantially. Mean infant volubility levels reported in the literature vary amongst
typically developing 6-month-old infants from a low of 1.3 vocalizations per minute
(Hsu, Fogel, & Messinger, 2001) to a high of 11.3 vocalizations per minute (Molemans,
2011). Differences in circumstances of recording or in measurement methods may be
responsible for the wide disparity of results. The research suggests at least as large a
range of differences across infants within studies (Hsu et al., 2001; Jaffe et al., 2001;
Molemans, 2011; Oller, Eilers, Urbano, & Cobo-Lewis, 1997; Stark, Bernstein, &
Demorest, 1993).
The studies presented in this dissertation were done in a completely naturalistic
environment within the family setting across an entire day. This approach provides a look
into a naturalistic 6-month-old infant volubility level, both in general, and in differing
social or environmental circumstances, which may provide clues to infant learning,
including the development of strategic vocalization, and the role of auditory (especially
parental) input. Further research may help provide more sensitive assessments for both
developmental evaluation and detection of possible anomalies. Also the ability to

determine and assess infant volubility when infants are alone may provide information
regarding the endogenous nature of infant vocal development.
Another goal of the dissertation is to compare the human coding of six-month-old
infants to the LENA automated analysis. This will help determine the efficacy of the
LENA analysis software and may make it possible to develop a preliminary means of
adjusting LENA’s automated estimate of volubility for any database of all-day recordings
for 6-month-olds to match the volubility that would likely be found with human coding.
Introduction
Prior to speaking in words, infants appear to vocalize as a way to practice motor
patterns that are precursors to speech production and as an early form of social interaction
(Locke, 1989). Early infant vocalizations produced in the home setting across an ordinary
day may provide insight into the kinds of circumstances that might produce contingent
social responses from infants, as well as those vocalizations that are produced
spontaneously by infants.
Typical levels of infant volubility are not easy to estimate. Prior research has
reported large ranges of volubility in six-month old infants (Hsu et al., 2001; Jaffe,
Beebe, Feldstein, Crown, & Jasnow, 2001; Molemans, 2011; Oller et al., 1997; Stark et
al., 1993). These studies have all been based on short-term (often 20 min or less)
sampling that may not be representative of infant vocalization in general. By measuring
infant volubility using all-day recordings, now possible because of the development of
the LENA system (Richards, Gilkerson, Paul, & Xu, 2008), we may acquire much more
generalizable information about vocal development. By evaluating the all-day recordings
for a variety of circumstances, we may help clarify differences across prior studies, and
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more importantly, help determine the roles of social, instrumental, or spontaneous
circumstances in vocal development.
Two studies, using naturalistic LENA home recordings are presented here based
on all-day recordings from 10 six-month-old infants. This will be the first time that an allday infant volubility level will be estimated using at home LENA automated analysis and
comparison human coding. The comparison between the LENA analysis and the human
coding analysis should produce a way to convert results from the automated analysis
system to be more consistent with human coding–this way the very large LENA Research
Foundation database can conceivably be used as a basis for estimating infant volubility at
much larger sample size. Furthermore, review of infant volubility in different
circumstances (social or alone) will help in assessing the functions of infant vocalizations
and the influences that drive their production.
Literature Review
Human infants have richly differentiated vocalizations at a very early age. The
precursors to speech, the protophones, include according to Oller (2000): vocants, quasior fully resonant vowel-like sounds, squeals, (higher pitched than normal sounds) and
growls, (lower pitched or harsh vocal quality normal pitched sounds) as well as gooing,
raspberries, and canonical babbling (Koopmans-van Beinum, & Van der Stelt, 1986;
Oller, 1980; Stark, 1978). They appear to be produced flexibly in a variety of settings or
situations.
Volubility is the amount of this speech-like vocalization produced by infants over
a period of time, measured by either the number of vocalizations per minute or the
percent of time spent vocalizing. High infant volubility may be perceived by caregivers
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as an indicator of fitness, providing information regarding their infants’ future potential
(Locke, 2006) as well as influencing the parental investment in the infant. Research has
demonstrated that infants who are highly voluble are more likely to receive care,
engaging adults with greater success (see review in Locke, 2006). Additionally, infants
who monitor adult reactions (see review in Chisolm, 2003) and adjust their vocal output
accordingly receive greater levels of care and caregiver commitment. The ability to
flexibly adjust vocal output and increase volubility appears to be present only in human
infants.
In contrast, non-human primates appear to vocalize relatively inflexibly, and in
the case of apes, at low levels of volubility compared to humans. However, little is
actually known about the details of volubility in non-human primates. There appears to
be better information about the usage of various vocal types in some primates, however.
Each vocalization type is presumed to occur in a specific social or emotional
circumstance (Hauser, 1996). As an example, the vocal type or category for threat is not
used when there is no threat intended. Thus, there appears to be a relatively fixed one-toone relationship between each sound and its function. How the vocalization sounds and
the way it is used are both constant. The non-human primate does not appear to develop
vocalizations capable of conveying multiple functions (Marler, Evans, & Hauser, 1992)
although more recent research may provide evidence of context-specific call sequences
(Ouattara, Lemasson, & Zuberbühler, 2009).
While volubility levels in non-human primates are reported to range from
minimal in tree shrews (Benson, Binz, & Zimmerman, 1992) and apes, to apparently
much higher levels in the pygmy marmoset (Elowson, Snowdon, & Lazaro-Perea, 1998),
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vocalizations appear to be relatively constrained in terms of the functions they can serve.
For example, infant rhesus monkeys in a separated circumstance have been noted to
display two different coos, however: 1) one when the infant was separated but in view of
the mother and 2) the other when the infant was in isolation (Bayart, Hayashi, Faull,
Barchus, & Levine, 1990). The infant rhesus monkey coos differed in intensity, and it
was reasoned that the isolation coos, which were of higher intensity, were indicative of a
greater urgency than the lower intensity coos indicating a need for reassurance or contact
when the mother was in view. The difference in vocalization appeared to be dependent
upon the circumstance, although both were instrumental, potentially requesting contact
from their mother (Bayart et al., 1990). Bonobos, both infants and adults, also appear to
use different intensities of hooting when in isolation versus within sight of others. It was
found that infant bonobos did use different vocalization types from adults (de Waal,
1988).
It appears that even though volubility may differ greatly across species, both
human and nonhuman primate infant vocalizations are salient to their respective parents
(Bayart et al., 1990; Chisolm, 2003, Locke, 2006; Rheingold, Gerwitz, & Ross, 1959). It
has been observed that individual human infant vocalizations tend to elicit immediate
adult responses (Keller, Lohaus, Volker, Cappenberg, & Chasiotis, 1999; Goldstein,
King, & West, 2003; Goldstein & West, 1999; Gros-Louis,West, Goldstein, & King
2006; Warlaumont, et al., 2010). Also, greater numbers of human infant vocalizations are
associated with greater numbers of adult replies (Gilkerson & Richards, 2009; Goldstein
et al., 2003; Gros-Louis et al., 2006). Prelinguistic vocalizations appear to provide a
framework within which an interactive relationship can develop (Iyer & Oller, 2008;
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Papoušek & Papoušek, 1989). Goldstein, Schwade, and Bornstein (2009) suggest that
parental responses to infant vocalization likely assist in language acquisition. There is a
substantial literature supporting this claim, invoking the notion that human infant
emotions and intellect develop in large measure within the context of face-to-face vocal
and affective interaction (Anderson, Vietze, & Dokecki, 1977; Bakeman & Adamson,
1984; Beebe, Jaffe, Feldstein, Mays, & Alson, 1985; Bornstein & Tamis-LeMonda 1989;
Cohn & Tronick, 1987; Fogel & Garvey, 2007; Hsu & Fogel, 2003; Jaffe et al., 2001;
Papoušek & Papoušek, 1979; Stern, 1974; Tronick, 1982 ). In the first months of life this
interactive pattern is said to result in a capability for primary intersubjectivity (dyadic
interaction) and then later in the first year, secondary intersubjectivity (triadic interaction
incorporating joint attention) (Trevarthen, 1977, 1979).
It is also possible that spontaneous infant vocalizations in alone situations play a
significant role in the development of speech and language (Berger & Cunningham,
1983; Delack, 1978; Delack & Fowlow, 1978; Jones & Moss, 1971). Infant vocalizations
produced when alone have been interpreted as vocal play, self-stimulation activities
(Dodd, 1972; Locke, 1989; Masur & Rodemaker, 1999) or as motor practice (Locke,
1989). Early infant vocalizations occur while their phonetic capabilities are in the process
of developing and these early productions can only be produced with the motor ability
that exists at the time (Locke, 1989). This sort of vocal play is reminiscent of apparent
practice in limb movement that appears to contribute to acquisition of the ability to reach
and grasp (Thelen, 1991). Early vocalizations in a non-social setting may be the rhythmic
practice that permits vocal control to develop (Bickley, Lindblom, & Roug, 1986;
Iverson, 2010; Iverson & Fagan, 2004). It has also been proposed that the frequency of
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vocalization may play a role in later speech sound production (Scherer, Williams, &
Proctor-Williams, 2008), implying that increased volubility in the form of motor practice
may be related to speech development.
Research in infant vocalizations has produced two conflicting points of view
regarding the roles of the social or alone circumstances in infant volubility. On the one
hand there are results advocating a strong role for social interaction, reporting that infants
increase rates of vocalization in response to contingent vocalization from adults (Bloom
& Esposito, 1975; Todd & Palmer, 1968). The assumption that social interaction
stimulates infants to vocalize more also appears to be supported by the fact that both
parents and infants of higher SES tend to vocalize more than parents and infants of lower
SES (Hart & Risley, 1995; Oller, Eilers, Basinger, Steffens, & Urbano, 1995). Infants are
thought to “bond” to parents and vice versa during face-to-face interactions occurring as
early as two months of age, wherein vocalizations and smiling of both parties seem to
stimulate interaction (Stern, Jaffe, Beebe, & Bennett, 1975; Trevarthen, 2001). Also
infants who experience more vocalizations directed to them are reported to become more
efficient in processing familiar words and to develop larger expressive vocabularies (Hart
& Risley, 1995; Hoff, 2014; Pan, Rowe, Singer, & Snow, 2005; Rowe & GoldinMeadow, 2009; Weisleder & Fernald, 2013).
On the other hand, there are advocates of the view that infant volubility may be
more endogenously motivated and that infants vocalize most when alone (Delack &
Fowlow, 1978; Jones & Moss, 1971; Yang, 2005; see review in Locke, 1993). In accord
with this viewpoint, spontaneous, solitary, self-stimulating vocalization plays a critical
role in vocal development. Since all this prior research has been done largely in lab or
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somewhat contrived home settings, all-day fully naturalistic recordings may illuminate
the importance of both vocalization in social interaction and spontaneous vocalization
produced when alone for the development of language.
It does appear that by five to six months of age infants appear to have learned that
their vocalizations produce contingent responses from the adults in their environment
(Goldstein et al., 2009). Furthermore, 6-month-old infants utilize sounds flexibly both
alone (i.e., while mother talks with another adult) and in interaction with others (Oller,
2000; Oller et al., 2013).
Interestingly, research in infant vocal interaction has tended to categorize
vocalizations in a very rough way, usually distinguishing only cry and non-cry (Bornstein
et al., 1992; Camp, Burgess, Morgan, & Zerbe, 1987; Hsu et al., 2001). Consequently,
there has not been the opportunity to determine if particular speech-like vocalization
types are utilized in specific ways in interaction. Does volubility across vocal type vary
with circumstance, revealing that the different speech-like sounds have different
functions? Thus far, research provides only the most preliminary answer to this question
(Franklin et al., in press; Papaeliou, Minadakis, & Cavouras 2002; Scheiner & Fischer,
2011; Scheiner, Hammerschmidt, Jürgens, & Zwirner, 2006; Stark et al., 1993).
Further research on infant volubility in varying naturalistic circumstances may be
of additional benefit clinically and scientifically. As reviewed above, vocalization has
been thought to be influential in establishing the parent-infant bond during the first year.
Volubility levels also appear to be strongly related to rate of language development, and
exhibit some important group differences, particularly with respect to SES (Bornstein &
Bradley, 2003; Craig & Washington, 2005; Farah et al., 2008; Hart & Risley, 1995, 1999;
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Hoff, 2006, 2003; Hoff, Laursen, & Tardif, 2002; Hoff & Tian, 2005; Kelly, 2011;
Pungello, Iruka, Dotterer, Mills-Koonce, & Reznick, 2009; Oller et al., 1995). By
estimating infant volubility across an ordinary day in the home environment, along with
indications about the interactive circumstances that influence volubility, we may lay
groundwork for later studies that may be able to identify patterns of parent-infant
interaction that are most effective in supporting the acquisition of language. Additionally,
by assessing the amount of spontaneous non-social infant vocalizations that occur, we
may shed light on the role of endogenous vocal exploration in language acquisition.
Volubility Measures in LENA (Language ENvironment Analysis) Studies
The LENA software system was created in response to research, which indicated
that variations in children’s language abilities are partially predicted by the amount
parents speak to their children (Hart & Risley, 1995). The study of infant vocalization has
changed dramatically with the advent of all-day recordings and automated analyses. The
LENA system provides a way to move out of the lab and into the child’s natural
environment. The ability to view the infant in their “real-life” provides a contrast with the
results from lab studies, making it possible to analyze children’s vocalization patterns as
they occur in a natural setting. This ease of recording may also increase participant pools
(Marchman & Weisleder, 2011). Additionally, the LENA software and analyses system
decreases the time spent collecting and analyzing conversational data in large quantities
(Aragon & Yoshinaga-Itano, 2012; Montgomery, Gilkerson, Richards, & Xu, 2009; Oller
et al., 2010). The LENA data have augmented the Hart and Risley findings that children
who are exposed to more words in infancy have better language skills (Montgomery et
al., 2009).
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Infants are recorded in their home environment up to sixteen hours per day using
the LENA recorder. After recording, the contents of the recorder are uploaded and
processed through the language environment analysis software. The LENA software
analyzes every millisecond (ms) of the audio file and produces core reports as well as
segmented data for additional analysis. The core reports provide counts for Adult Words,
Conversational Turns (when a child vocalizes and an adult vocalizes shortly thereafter, or
an adult speaks and a child vocalizes shortly thereafter), Child Vocalizations, as well as
normative comparison information, automatic vocalization assessments, developmental
age, and a breakdown of the components in the audio environment.
The LENA “Child Vocalization Count” (Gilkerson & Richards, 2009) includes
infant or child sounds that are identified by the automated algorithm as being “speechrelated vocalizations” (see Oller et al., 2010). This designation excludes cries and
vegetative sounds, which are also identified by the algorithm. The Child Vocalization
Count provides LENA’s estimate of infant volubility. However, that estimate is
predictably lower than in the case of human coding. The reason is that the automated
algorithm cannot identify speakers in overlapping voices, nor in cases of voices
overlapping with noise. In these cases, LENA labels the sounds as “Overlap”, and many
infant and child sounds are thus left out in the speaker identifications of LENA (Xu,
Yapanel, & Gray, 2009). This fact implies that the LENA algorithm is necessarily
conservative with regard to volubility estimation.
In our human coding, child vocalizations that can be discerned despite overlap of
other voices or noise are counted and included in volubility estimates. We presume that
vocalizations in overlap may contribute to social interaction, and thus should be
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considered in our counts. Cry and laugh are also coded but are not included in counts
contributing to volubility level. Our study will make it possible to make comparisons
between the conservative volubility estimates of LENA, and the typical laboratory-based
methods of estimation.
The LENA organization has reported volubility estimates by month of age from a
huge sample involving hundreds of infants and many thousands of hours of recording
(Gilkerson & Richards, 2008). There are 51 recordings for 6-month old infants, and the
average volubility level according to the automated analysis was 1.29 vocalizations per
minute.
The LENA algorithms represent an attempt to simulate human listener
identification of speakers. The algorithms are trained to mimic the performance of human
listeners, and the judgment of their performance is always made in terms of the extent to
which they match human listener judgments. It is clear that, while the algorithms are
extremely useful for rapid analyses of large databases of recordings that could not be
coded practically by human listeners, they fall far short of human listener performance.
The present work will provide a variety of measures of the extent of human to human and
human to LENA agreement on coding of infant vocalization.
Rationale
Our research focuses on infant volubility in the infant’s natural home
environment. The research seeks to estimate volubility with human coding and to
compare that estimate with results obtained through the LENA method, the first fully
automated, fully naturalistic approach to determining infant volubility. The work will
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make it possible to compare human coding with LENA analysis in terms of agreement of
humans to humans and humans to LENA.
We also evaluate three different types of circumstances that may be influential on
infant volubility. The first requires vocalization directed to the infant (VDI), including in
this case an adult or other child vocalizing to or attempting to interact with the infant. The
second is one where other people are speaking to each other but not to the infant
(vocalization directed to other, VDO). The third circumstance is one where the infant is
alone (infant alone, IA). We also identify segments of infant sleep in order to make it
possible to exclude them and focus attention for each infant on wakeful periods.
A widely cited study (Delack, 1978; Delack & Fowlow, 1978) on infant volubility
in different circumstances gave the impression that infants vocalized most when alone
and without toys, with much lower rates of vocalization occurring in vocal interaction
with either a parent or a stranger. The study was, however, quite unclear with regard to
methods of determining circumstance and categorization of infant sounds. For example,
were cries included in the volubility rate, and what did ‘infant alone’ actually mean? It is
also unclear whether the infant spent a greater amount of time alone than with the mother
or a stranger, in which case the larger number of vocalizations reported in the alone
circumstance could merely be a reflection of the amount of time that was spent alone by
the infants in this study. Many additional studies on vocal interaction yield findings that
vary greatly, some suggesting high rates of vocalization when parents interact vocally
with the baby (Todd & Palmer, 1968), and some that question that conclusion (Jones &
Moss, 1968). Additional research is clearly in order regarding infant volubility in nonsocial (or alone) circumstances, as compared to circumstances of interaction. The key
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issue for us is that such research on infant volubility has never yet been conducted in a
truly naturalistic setting without contrived circumstances or interference from
experimenters. What is needed is random selection of samples for volubility
measurement from naturalistic, all-day recordings where volubility in varying
circumstances can be assessed as these circumstances occur freely in the home.
Volubility as a measure may provide a perspective regarding the nature of infants’
motivation to vocalize and their expectations regarding other’s vocalization. The
volubility of infants in response to changes in circumstance is a key matter related to the
degree to which infant vocalizations are endogenously produced as opposed to influenced
by social interaction or other environmental factors (Locke, 1993). An infant’s ability to
respond systematically to vocalizations from caregivers may also be an important
developmental achievement (Farah et al., 2008; Goldstein et al., 2009; Tamis-LeMonda,
Bornstein, & Baumwell, 2001).
Prelinguistic vocal development appears to be regulated through infant-caregiver
interaction and the caregiver’s contingent responses to infant vocalization (Pelaez,
Virues-Ortega, & Gewritz, 2011; Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2001). It is possible, however,
that infants are driven to vocalize as a way to display health, thus encouraging parental
care and engagement. Additionally, infants may vocalize spontaneously either as play or
practice (Dodd, 1972; Masur & Rodemaker, 1999; Papoušek & Papoušek, 1989).
Since infant volubility measures have been gathered in a variety of circumstances,
a comparison of naturalistic infant volubility across a day might provide insight into both
the inherent motivation to develop language skills and the importance of parental input.
An additional focus is to compare the human coding of six-month-old infants to the
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LENA automated analysis. Automated measures of volubility would decrease the amount
of time spent in coding and analyzing and may assist in gathering greater amounts of
data. The ability to analyze long naturalistic recordings in a short amount of time could
facilitate differentiating between typical and atypical volubility rates.
This dissertation consists of two studies. The primary goal of Study 1 was to estimate
typical all-day levels of 6-month-old infant volubility in a naturalistic setting using
human coding.
The research questions in Study 1 included:
1) What is a 6-month-old infant’s volubility across a day in a naturalistic setting?
2) How do the LENA analysis results compare to human coding results for infant
vocalization rates?
Study 2 was a comparison of 6-month-old infant volubility across variations in
degrees to which vocalizations were directed to the infant (VDI), vocalizations were
directed to others (VDO), and the infant was alone (IA). The research questions in the
second study included:
1) Does infant volubility change across differing circumstances for segments
selected at random across the day or for segments selected specifically to
represent periods of high vocal activity?
2) Are there differences in vocal type that are related to different circumstances?
3) Do natural environmental variations influence infant volubility (TV/radio,
traveling in the car or stroller, and being out of doors)?
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Methodology
Participants
Ten (5 female, 5 male) 6-month-old infants participated in all-day LENA
recordings in their home. One such all-day recording was selected for each infant to be
analyzed in this work. The families of all ten infants were categorized as mid-SES based
on mother’s educational level (Hollingshead, 1978, 1975). Eight of the subjects were
White Non-Hispanic and 2 were White Hispanic. Five of the families reported using both
English and Spanish in the home setting, three of these in an effort to have their infants
learn a second language.
Six of the infants were part of a larger longitudinal study while 4 had 2 all-day
recordings during the infant’s sixth month. For the 6 infants, many longitudinal LENA
recordings were available, and one recording for each of them at 6 months with near 12
hours duration was selected. For the 4 infants not in the longitudinal study, the second of
the two available recordings was chosen in each case to avoid any Hawthorne effect,
which has been reported for first recordings using the LENA system. All 10 infants were
considered typically developing and had not been diagnosed with any disorder. All 10
infants could be deemed mid to high SES based on mother’s educational level.
Procedure
Study 1 Overview
The LENA system facilitates extraction of samples according to the user’s needs
for random or semi-random sampling, because every 5-minute period is directly
accessible within the software for each recording. Random sampling provided a view of
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the entire day, and reduced coding cost. There were 110 – 169 5-minute segments
available for the 10 infants (Table 1).

Table 1
Participant Information

Participant Sex
F
1
F
2
M
3
M
4
M
5
F
6
M
7
M
8
F
9
F
10

Total # of
5-minute
Segments
146
137
169
110
135
164
156
160
138
134

Study 1-#sleep
segments
excluded
57
41
44
17
30
82
51
24
74
28

Race
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Hispanic
Hispanic
Caucasian
Caucasian

Language
spoken at
home
Eng
Eng/Span
Eng
Eng/Span
Eng
Eng
Eng/Span
Eng/Span
Eng
Eng/Span/Ger

SLP
Mother
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N

For Study 1, twelve 5-minute periods of presumed awake time were extracted in a
semi-random fashion from the all-day infant recordings. We excluded any segment
occurring within a sequence of at least three consecutive 5-minute periods where the
LENA system had found no infant vocalizations (Child Vocalization Count = 0), on the
assumption that these were likely periods that the infant was asleep. The number of
remaining segments was divided by 12 (number of segments to be extracted). This
dividend was used to locate 12 equidistant 5-minute samples across the entire recording
day, with Table 1 indicating the number of sleep segments excluded. This procedure
allows for both semi-random selection and dispersal of sampling across the day.
Segments with zero infant vocalizations according to LENA were included as long as
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they were not part of three consecutive 5-minute segments considered sleep time—there
were 10 of these in the final selection. The coders (principal and reliability, PC and RC
respectively) coded in repeat- listening mode (see explanation under coding).
Study 2 Overview
In the second study, infant vocalization rate was studied using the same recordings
as in Study 1. A key focus here was differing circumstances of vocalization: infant alone
(IA), vocalizations directed to the infant VDI, vocalizations directed toward others
(VDO), or infant sleeping (IS). Twenty-four 5-minute segments were randomly selected
from each infants’ recording for a total of 240 segments. This set we refer to as the
Randomly Selected sample (RS). The total number of segments from each infant’s
recording was divided by 24 (number of segments to be extracted) in order to locate 24
equidistant 5-minute samples across the entire recording day. Five primary coders (C1-5)
were utilized with each coder assigned two infants, and coding was conducted in realtime (see below, coding). A reliability coder (RC) coded a subset of the data from all the
coders.
An additional set of 100 segments was extracted consisting of the ten highest
volubility segments from each infant’s recording as determined by LENA automated
coding (Child Vocalization Count), in order to make possible evaluation of periods of
high vocal activity. This set we refer to as the High Volubility sample (HV). The same
five coders utilized for the RS segments were again utilized with the same two infants
assigned to each. These segments were then coded in real time identifying infant
vocalizations.
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In order to determine if the presumed sleep segments from Study 1 did in fact
consist of sleep, ten 5-minute segments meeting the same requirements as in Study 1
(occurring within three consecutive segments where LENA labeled no infant
vocalizations) were selected from each infant’s recording (Low Volubility or LV, with a
total of 100 segments). The total number of presumed sleep segments was divided by 10
(number of segments to be extracted) in order to locate 10 equidistant 5-minute samples
across the designated sleep segments across the day. The same five coders utilized in the
prior task were utilized with the same two infants assigned to each.
The total number of segments coded in Study 2 was thus 440. For each infant, the
24 RS segments, the 10 HV Segments, and the 10 LV segments were randomized. Each
coder was presented with 44 randomly ordered segments from each of two infants, for a
total of 88 5-minute segments per coder. Each set of 44 was then coded in real time
identifying infant vocalizations. The coders were blinded as to the reason for the study.
Upon completion of coding of each 5-minute segment in Study 2, each coder
answered a set of questions concerning the circumstance present within the segment. The
questions were:
1. Does any other person talk to the baby?
2. Does any other person talk to someone else?
3. Do you think any other speaker besides the baby is in the same room
with the baby?
4. Do you think the baby is asleep?
5. Are any baby vocalizations clearly audible?
6. Do you think another person whose voice you hear is next to or holding
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the baby?
7. Do you think the baby nursing or being fed?
8. Do you think the TV or radio is on?
9. Do you think the TV or radio is in the same room?
10. Is there considerable noise throughout the segment besides TV or radio
as for example from toys, slamming doors, construction equipment…?
11. Do you think the recording is occurring outside the home (for example
at the grocery store, or in a daycare center)?
12. Do you think the recording is occurring while driving in a car?
The questions were answered using a scaled response from 1 to 5. Five
represented the entire time (e.g., adult to adult talk all throughout the 5 minutes), and 1
represented total lack of occurrence of the circumstance during the five minutes. For
questions 1 and 2 the scale was as follows; 1 = No adult vocalizations present, 2 = Adult
interaction occurs less than half the time, 3 = Adult interactions occur about half the time,
4. Adult interactions occur more than half the time, and 5 = Adult interaction occurs
throughout. The coders were asked to attend to the amount of time that the adult was
engaged in vocal interaction or attempted vocal interaction, not the amount time actually
spent in vocalizing (the focus thus was on the amount of conversation time, not the
amount of vocalization per se). The first three questions did not require focus on infant
vocalizations, but rather on the vocalization environment of the child.
For question 5 (infant vocalization audibility) the scale was as follows; 1 = No
vocalizations, 2 = Short and low (sounds produced at very low intensity or with very
short duration, < 100 ms) vocalizations only, none coded, 3 = some vocalizations are
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audible just above the short and low threshold, 4 = about half well above the threshold,
and 5 = lots of clearly audible (well above the threshold) vocalizations. For questions 4
and 6 through 12 (environmental) the following scale was utilized; 1= Never, 2 = Less
than half the time, 3 = About half the time, 4 = More than half the time, and 5 = Close to
the whole time. Volubility levels were then calculated by circumstance, VDI, VDO, and
IA. Circumstances were generally collapsed into three categories for analysis: 1. Less
than 25% of the time, 2. 25-50% of the time, and 3. More than 50% of the time.
Differences between Study 1 and Study 2
Differences in the methodologies of Study 1 and Study 2 include the following.
1) In Study 1 human coding was based on repeat listening (starting and stopping the
recording and listening repeatedly to code each utterance) which allows for specification
of onset and offset of vocalizations. In Study 2, real-time coding was utilized with each
utterance judged by a single keystroke as it occurred during playback. Thus, no value for
onset or offset or duration of vocalizations was obtained. 2) In Study 1 vocalizations that
were deemed very low in intensity or very short in duration were included in the human
coding. Such vocalizations were often < 50 ms in duration and only noticeable when the
listener was very attentive. In Study 2, these “short and low” vocalizations were not
coded, partly on the assumption that real-time listening should simulate natural parent
listening, where it would seem such vocalizations would be ignored. In addition, realtime listening is more compatible with a strategy where very short or very low intensity
events are ignored. 3) In Study 1 there was single primary human coder for all the
segments, while in Study 2 there were five human coders (C1-5), each assigned to code
the data from two of the infants. 4) The most comparable data across studies were based
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on the randomly selected segments from both—the N for Study 1 was 120 segments, 12
per infant, while for Study 2 it was 240 segments, 24 per infant. 5) In Study 1 we
attempted to limit our focus to segments where the infant was asleep by eliminating from
the possibility of random selection any segment that the LENA analysis showed to be
part of three consecutive 5-minute segments with zero Child Vocalization Count. In
Study 2 on the other hand we eliminated sleep segments based on coder judgments about
infant sleep (questionnaire item four). And 6) Study 2 included two sampling types not
present in Study 1, the 100 High Volubility segments (10 per infant) and the 100 Low
Volubility segments.
These differences were partly the result of the way the work was developed.
Study 1 was conducted first and provided an initial view of naturalistic volubility levels
based on random sampling and human coding to compare with LENA derived values.
Study 2 was designed afterwards and took advantage of the experience of coding and
results in Study 1. But perhaps more important, a second study offered the opportunity to
address the issue of possible circumstance variations. In addition we increased the sample
size seeking greater stability of data, and added the HV and LV samples to provide
additional perspectives. We shifted to real-time coding because of the substantial increase
in the amount of coding that would be required in Study 2. Prior informal efforts had
suggested we would lose little if any accuracy of coding using the real-time method.
Coding for both Study 1 and Study 2
The coding for both studies was completed off-line, using the audio recordings.
Speech-like vocalizations (such as speech or protophones, i.e., the presumed precursors
to speech), were coded, including: 1) vocants, either fully resonant or quasi resonant
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vowel- like sounds, 2) squeals, sounds of higher than typical pitch, and 3) growls, sounds
of lower than typical pitch or having a raucous vocal quality. Cries and laughs were also
coded and only considered for certain aspects of the analysis.
Coding was performed using the Action Analysis Coding and Training software
(AACT, 1996). For Study 1 the AACT system was used to code the vocalizations
auditorily by protophone type, to review spectrographic displays of the audio recordings,
and to mark onset and offset of each utterance produced by the infants during the 5minute segments (providing a duration measure).
For Study 2 the AACT system was used for real-time coding of the same
categories used in Study 1 with a larger sample and expanded segment selection
procedures. Real-time coding was completed by listening to the digital recording and
selecting the vocal type as the recording was played, pressing a particular key each time
one of the five vocalization types occurred. There was no onset or offset recorded. The
time recorded was determined by when the coder selected the vocalization type.
Inter-rater Agreement
Study 1, To assess coding reliability in Study 1, the RC categorized 17% of the
Randomly Selected segments (two segments per infant). This included the re-coding of
two 5-minute periods from each of the 10 participants (100 minutes overall). The 5minute segments were chosen using a random number assignment for each of the
participant’s segments. Agreement was measured by comparing the number and type of
infant vocalizations categorized as well as an event-based point-to-point analysis
allowing for the use of the kappa statistic. The kappa statistic takes into account any
agreement occurring by chance and is generally a more appropriate measure than simple
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percent agreement because it adjusts for imbalances in the base rate of occurrence of
categories.
The correlations between volubility for the two coders were as follows (Figure 1):
1) for data collapsed across the two segments for each infant: Principal Coder or (PC) to
Reliability Coder (RC), r = .98, p < .001, n = 10, r = .96, p < .001, n = 20. On the pointto-point comparison, if both coders determined there was a vocalization present within
plus or minus one second, it was considered agreement; in contrast, if either the PC or RC
coded a vocalization when the other did not, it was considered a disagreement.
Additionally, if both coders determined there was no vocalization present within plus or
minus one second of any coded vocalization, this was considered agreement (but only
one agreement up to the next coded vocalization). The two coders’ agreement on
vocalizations present or not present was at 80% overall (kappa = .60, p <.001). See
Appendix A for scatterplots of inter-rater reliability for Study 1.

Comparison Primary and Reliability Coders, ( r = .96, n = 20)
12

VPM

10
8
6

Reliability

4

Primary

2
0
1

2

3

4

5
6
7
Participants

8

9

10

Figure 1. Comparison of PC and RC infant vocalizations per minute (VPM) by
participant for two 5-min segments per participant.
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The same reliability coding was used to determine agreement on infant vocalization
type (vocant, squeal, and growl) in Study 1. Each coder was given a forced choice of
vocant, squeal or growl, so a three by three comparison was made. Vocalizations where
there was no corresponding code from the opposite coder were not included in this
analysis. The two coders’ overall agreement was 92% (kappa = 0.64, p < .05). Consistent
with prior data (Oller; 2000, Stark et al.,1993), vocants were the most common codes
assigned, and the higher base rate for vocants helps explain the discrepancy between the
percent correct and kappa values.
Study 2: To assess reliability of the coding within Study 2, the RC coded 30% of
the Randomly Selected segments. See Appendix B for scatterplots of inter-rater reliability
for Study 2. This included approximately 7 5-minute segments from each of the
10infants. The 5-minute segments for the RC were chosen at random from the 24
segments for each infant participant. Agreement was measured by comparing volubility
at the session level as well as in point-to-point analysis allowing for the use of the kappa
statistic. Session-level agreement on volubility was indicated by very high correlations
(mean = .96) between the values obtained by the 5 coders and the RC (see Table 2).
The point-to-point agreement on volubility (presence or absence of an infant
vocalization at each point in time) between the five coders’ and the RC’s coding was
completed by using a window of ± one second between potential vocalization code
points. The presence of a vocalization for one coder along with the absence of a
vocalization marked by the other coder within the one-second window was deemed a lack
of agreement for that point. The five coders’ overall agreement (point-to-point agreement
on presence or absence of a vocalization) with the RC was 76% (Cohen’s kappa= 0.52).
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Table 2
Inter-rater Agreement on the presence or absence of infant vocalization
Vocalizations present or not present
Correlation n=14
Kappa
Percent Agreement
C1 to RC
.97
0.57 (p < .001)
79%
C2 to RC
.95
0.72 (p < .001)
86%
C3 to RC
.97
0.61 (p < .001)
81%
C4 to RC
.98
0.42 (p < .001)
71%
C5 to RC
.95
0.27 (p < .001)
62%
Mean
.96
.52
76%

The coders and the RC also coded for infant vocalization type (vocant, squeal,
growl, cry and laugh). The coders’ overall agreement with the RC was 79% (kappa =
0.45). While vocant agreement was high, there were small numbers of squeals, growls,
cries, and laughs.

Table 3
Inter-rater kappa and agreement on infant vocal type

C1 to RC
C2 to RC
C3 to RC
C4 to RC
C5 to RC
Mean

Vocal Type Inter-rater Agreement
Kappa
Percent Agreement
0.47
88%
0.53
81%
0.65
82%
0.26
67%
0.36
77%
0.45
79%
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Additionally, a comparison of circumstance agreement was made both at the
session level with correlation and in percent agreement. We assessed exact circumstance
agreement (both coders recorded exactly the same number from 1 to 5 for a question) as
well as ± 1 level of agreement (the numbers assigned by the two coders differed by 1) on
circumstance. For each of the twelve survey questions between the five coders and the
RC the results were as follows:

Table 4
Circumstance agreement (for judgments rated from 1 to 5), exact and within ±1 between
the coders and the RC.
Exact agreement
Agreement for 140
Correlation between
for 140 segments
segments to within ±1
RC and C1-C5 for 140
(proportion)
(proportion)
segments
1
0.70
0.92
.86 (p < .001)
2
0.76
0.92
.86 (p < .001)
3
0.82
0.92
.84 (p < .001)
4
0.83
0.89
.79 (p < .001)
5
0.46
0.94
.83 (p < .001)
6
0.61
0.70
.53 (p < .001)
7
0.92
0.94
.68 (p < .001)
8
0.79
0.82
.72 (p < .001)
9
0.76
0.79
.56 (p < .001)
10
0.48
0.66
.26 (p < .001)
11
0.94
0.97
.92 (p < .001)
12
0.96
0.97
.88 (p < .001)
Note. The coders’ mean agreement across the 12 questions within ±1 with the RC was
Question

87%.
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Results
Study 1
The 6-month-old infant volubility level estimated using the LENA system was 2.4
vocalizations per minute (VPM) for the 120 five-min segments selected semi-randomly
for Study 1. The infant volubility levels estimated from the 120 extracted human coded
samples was 4.7 vocalizations per minute, nearly twice as high as the LENA estimate. In
all ten cases the human coding produced higher volubility levels (see Figure 2).
Human coding of the 12 5-minute segments correlated with the LENA results for
the same segments at r = .85, n = 10 (r = .68, n = 120). Comparisons of each participant’s
vocalizations per minute are displayed in Figure 2 for the PC and LENA analyses for the
extracted segments and for the all-day LENA analysis. The human coding for each of the
infants (red) yielded a greater number of vocalizations per minute when compared to
either the LENA automated analysis of the extracted segments for the sample (blue) or
the all-day automated analysis (black).
In a LENA to LENA comparison, volubility estimated per infant for Study 1’s
extracted 5-minute segments (which excluded segments designated by the LENA analysis
as occurring as part of any consecutive three segments with zero Child Vocalization
Count) and the estimate from the all-day recording results per infant (with the same zero
segments excluded, but hundreds of additional non-zero segments included) were highly
correlated (r = .93, p < .001, n = 10) and were not significantly different (t(9) = 1.126,
p = .269). These indicate that the extracted segments which make up the sample were
representative of the all-day recording according to LENA.
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Comparison of Automated Analysis and Human Coding
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Figure 2. Comparison of Automated and Human Coding by Infant

The human coder values and the LENA values for the extracted segments were
significantly correlated (r = .85, p < .001, n = 10; r = .68, p < .001, n = 120) and
significantly different (t(9) = - 7.04 , p < .001). The human coded volubility and the allday automated results were also highly correlated (r = .76, p < .05) and also significantly
different (t(9) = - 5.75, p < .001).
The durations of vocalizations per minute averaged across segments are presented
by participant in Table 5. As in the volubility analysis, the durations of vocalizations
based on human coding were greater than those produced by the automated LENA
analysis. The durations for the human coded 5-minute segments and the LENA durations
for the 5-minute segments were highly correlated (r = .53, p < .001, n = 120, r = .86, p =
.001, n = 10), and the LENA values were significantly lower than those of the human
coder (t(119) = -7.18, p < .001). Thus the LENA-estimated volubility was a little more
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than half that of the human coder value (see above), while the total duration of infant
vocalizations per minute estimated by LENA was less than half the estimate based on
human coding. LENA’s 5-min sample results also significantly and very highly
correlated with the all-day LENA automated results for duration (r = .93, p < . 001, n =
10; t(9) = 1.42, p =.19).

Table 5
Comparison of LENA analysis and human coding for duration of voc/min.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Overall

Mean PC
human, (SD)

Mean LENA, extracted
segments (SD)

Mean LENA Allday (SD)

9.44 (3.96)
5.81 (5.49)
4.50 (5.10)
5.21 (6.13)
1.47 (2.02)
2.30 (1.91)
7.59 (6.46)
3.11 (3.32)
4.53 (5.45)
3.98 (4.29)
4.80 (4.41)

3.81 (2.71)
1.82 (2.03)
2.38 (2.37)
2.42 (2.42)
1.10 (0.93)
1.31 (1.42)
3.05 (4.81)
1.79 (1.62)
1.61 (2.84)
0.69 (0.81)
2.00 (2.20)

2.69 (2.84)
1.92 (1.95)
2.24 (2.53)
2.09 (2.31)
1.34 (1.58)
1.30 (1.54)
2.55 (3/09)
1.65 (1.89)
1.05 (1.53)
1.13 (1.68)
1.80 (2.09)

Note. For columns 1 and 2, the values represent the mean of the sums of durations per
minute for segments coded (12 per infant). For column 3, the values represent the mean
of the sums of durations for all segments from the day aside from those excluded as
potential sleep time (see above).

Study 2 Analysis
Agreement on volubility coding across Study 1 and Study 2.The most useful
measure we know of for agreement between human coders across Study 1 and Study 2 is
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based on the 23 segments that were the very same ones in the two cases, having been
fortuitously selected at random both times. The correlation between the volubility values
obtained in the two cases was r = .78, p < .001, n = 23, with one very salient outlier
point—after removal of that point the correlation between values obtained across the
studies was r = .94, p < .001, n = 22. These correlations provide a rough estimate of the
agreement between two different methods of coding for determination of volubility:
repeat listening and real-time coding. Two additional factors could have contributed to
any lack of agreement, viz., the fact that different coders were involved in the two studies
and that short and low vocalizations were included in one study but not the other.
Volubility level compared with Study 1. The infant volubility estimated by the
human coders in Study 2 was 3.3 vocalizations per minute (Figure 3). This value differs
notably from that estimated in Study 1 (4.7), but the reasons are likely due to a sampling
factor. As a result of the differing random selection methods, there were more than four
times as many segments with zero infant vocalizations as determined by the human
coders in Study 2 as in Study 1. This difference was presumably caused by the criterion
in Study 1 eliminating any segment from possible random selection if it was one of three
consecutive segments with a zero value on Child Vocalization Count according to the
LENA analysis. This procedure was intended in Study 1 to eliminate sleep segments and
appears to have eliminated many zero segments where sleep was not involved. The result
was a small number of segments where the human coder found zero vocalizations (10 of
120 = .08). In contrast, Study 2’s selection procedure was truly random, and sleep
segments were empirically determined and eliminated subsequently from the calculation
of volubility. Still infants appeared to be silent often, even when not asleep, and this fact
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was reflected strongly in Study 2, with a relatively large number of zero’s (79 out of 240
= .33).

Comparison of Infant vocalizations/minute across Study 1 and Study 2
4.73

3.32

2.19

2.40
2.10

All-Day LENA VPM Study 1 LENA VPM Study 2 LENA VPM
Study 1 HC VPM
(n = mean of 10 infants (n = mean of 10 infants ( n = 189 segments) (n = mean of 10 infants
w/ 0's deleted if 3
across 120 segments)
across 120 segments)
consec)

Study 2 HC VPM
(n = 189 segments)

Figure 3. Comparison of volubility levels (VPM) across the studies and methods of
estimation.

LENA to human coding comparison. As in Study 1, the data for Study 2
showed considerably higher vocalization rate as estimated by the human coders
compared to LENA. Again for each of the infants, volubility was found to be higher with
human coding than with the LENA analysis (Figure 4).
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Comparison of LENA Automated Analysis and Human Coding VPM
(r = .62, n = 10; r = .65, n = 189)
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Figure 4. Comparison of Automated and Human Coding by Infant (sleep excluded).

A comparison of the LENA automated analysis results for volubility per
Randomly Selected 5-minute segment and the human coding of volubility on the same 5minute segments in Study 2 revealed that the five coders (each coding two infants) and
the RC had similar patterns of correlation with the LENA results, and perhaps more
importantly tended to agree with each other to a much greater extent than any of them
agreed with the LENA results. To illustrate this point, the data from Table 5 have been
presented here again in Figure 5. In addition the 5 human coders and the RC showed a
remarkably similar pattern of relative correlations across the five infant pairs, with
identical rank orders, suggesting again that the human coders had very high agreement
with each other.
The correlation between the LENA and human coding values for the Randomly
Selected segments Study 2 was lower (r = .65 for n =189; r = .62 for n = 10) than in
Study 1 (r = .69 for n = 120; r = .85 for n = 10). This discrepancy could be due to
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procedural differences or could be the result of differences in the individual segments
selected at random in both studies. Repeat listening coding (Study 1) vs. real-time coding
(Study 2) is one possible source of the differences. The fact that a single coder produced
the human data in Study 1 while 5 different coders were involved in Study 2 is another.
The striking difference in number of segments yielding zero volubility across the studies
could also have played a role, and of course a combination of these possible factors could
have contributed.

Volubility Correlations between human coders (C1-5 and RC) and
between human coders and LENA
Correlations

1.0
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C1-5 to LENA
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RC to LENA

0.5
1

2
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Figure 5. Correlations between all the human coders (C1-5 and RC) and LENA results
for the 24 segments per infant (48 per coder) on infant volubility, n = 48.
Note. The red line reflects the correlations between the five human coders C1-5) and the
reliability coder (RC). The blue reflects the correlations between the five human coders
(C1-5) and the LENA estimates for the same segments. The black line is the correlation
between the RC and LENA using the same breakdown of data (two infants per human
coder) across the same segments.

Circumstance Analyses for Study 2
For the Randomly Selected samples, data on each of the circumstance parameters
(VDI, VDO, and IA) was statistically analyzed by collapsing the five degrees of each
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circumstance parameter into three levels. This was done to increase the Ns for both
infants and segments within circumstance categories allowing for more robust statistical
comparisons. In the VDI and VDO circumstances, level 1 = 100% and > 50%, level 2 =
~50% and < 50%, and level 3 = 0%. In the IA circumstances level 1 = 0% and < 50% of
the time infants were alone, level 2 = ~50% and > 50% of the time infants were alone,
and level 3 = 100% of the time infants were alone within the segment. For descriptive
clarity, both the five levels for each circumstance parameter as well as the three collapsed
categories used for statistical analysis are presented graphically below.
Randomly Selected Segments Where Vocalizations were Directed to the
Infant to Varying Degrees (VDI). A two-way ANOVA was conducted that examined
the effects of three levels of VDI (fixed effect) and infants (random effect) on volubility.
There was a significant main effect of the differing levels of VDI (F(2, 9) = 7.68, p
2

= .003, ηp = .92) as well as a significant interaction between the effects of VDI and
2

infant (F(2, 9) = 2.04, p = .01, ηp = .96). Levene’s test indicated the assumption of
homogeneity was violated, F(27, 161) = 2.66, p < .001. Because of the violation of
homogeneity, a more stringent than usual alpha level was used (.01 versus .05). Tukey’s
post hoc tests for the VDI effect revealed that level 3 (0% VDI) showed significantly
lower volubility than either level 1 or 2. It can be concluded that VDI was related to the
amount of infant volubility at 6 months, since segments with vocalizations directed
towards infants showed higher volubility in the 6-month olds when compared to the
circumstance with no vocalizations directed to the infant. The significant interaction
indicates that the levels of VDI affected infant volubility in different degrees for different
infants. The data used for the statistical analysis are displayed in Figure 6.
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Volubility as a Function of VDI

VPM

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

LENA
C1-5
C1-5 adjusted
>50% (N = 41) ≤50% (N = 86) 0% (N = 62)
Collapsed Circumstance Levels

Figure 6. Infant volubility by degree of VDI collapsed into three levels as described in
the text for Randomly Selected segments.
Note. LENA and C1-5 values were computed at the segment level with N’s as indicated
in the figure. The C1-5 adjusted values are based on estimated marginal means computed
by SPSS in the F-test.

The data for all five levels of VDI are displayed in in Figure 7 and include the
LENA automated estimates as well.

VPM

Infant Volubility as a Function of VDI
(Randomly Selected segments)
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

LENA
C1 - 5

100%
(N= 26)
2.92
3.97

>50%
(N = 15)
2.85
6.49

~50%
(N = 25)
2.62
3.62

<50%
(N = 61)
2.57
4.20

0%
(N = 62)
0.75
1.30

Figure 7. Infant volubility by VDI (Randomly Selected segments) for all 5 levels of VDI
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Randomly Selected Segments Where Vocalizations were Directed to Others
to Varying Degrees (VDO). A two-way ANOVA was conducted that examined the
effect of three levels of VDO (fixed effect) and infants (random effect) on volubility.
There was a significant main effect of the differing levels of VDO (F(2, 9) = 6.74, p
2

= .003, ηp = .89) for the 189 Randomly Selected segments (excluding all sleep
segments). Levene’s test indicated the assumption of homogeneity was violated, F(27,
161) = 3.10, p < .001. Because of the violation of homogeneity, a more stringent alpha
level was used (.01 versus .05). Tukey’s post hoc testing revealed significantly higher
volubility in level 2 compared to both level 1 and level 3. This indicates that VDO was
strongly related to infant volubility. The data used for the statistical analysis are displayed
in Figure 8.

Volubility as as Function of VDO
5

VPM

4
3
LENA
2

C1-5

1

C1-5 adjusted

0
>50% (N = 51) ≤50% (N = 60)

0% (N = 78)

Collapsed Circumstance Levels
Figure 8. Infant volubility by VDO collapsed into three levels as described in the text for
Randomly Selected samples.
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Note. LENA and C1-5 values were computed at the segment level with N’s as indicated
in the figure. The C1-5 adjusted values are based on estimated marginal means computed
by SPSS in the F-test.
The data for all five levels of VDO are displayed in in Figure 9 and include the
LENA automated estimates as well.

VPM

Infant Volubility as as Function of VDO
(Randomly Selected segments)
7.00
6.00
5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
0.00

LENA
C1 - 5

100%
(N= 33)
1.70
2.22

>50%
(N = 18)
0.68
1.98

~50%
(N = 21)
3.00
5.77

<50%
(N = 39)
2.84
3.93

0%
(N = 78)
1.86
3.14

Figure 9. Infant volubility by VDO (Randomly Selected segments) for all 5 levels

Randomly Selected Segments When the Infant was Alone to Varying Degrees
(IA). A two-way ANOVA was conducted that examined the effect of three levels (level 1
= 0% and < 50% of the time infants were alone, level 2 = ~50% and > 50% of the time
infants were alone, and level 3 = 100% alone) of IA (fixed effect) and infants (random
effect) on volubility. There was a significant main effect of differing levels of IA (F(2, 9)
2

= 4.67, p = .02, ηp = .30 ) as well as a significant interaction between the effects of IA
2

and infant on volubility (F(2, 9) = 1.80, p = .04, ηp = .15). The significant interaction
indicated that the levels of IA did not affect infant volubility in the same way for all of
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infants in the study. Levene’s test indicated the assumption of homogeneity was violated,
F(27, 161) = 2.19, p = .001. Because of the violation of homogeneity, a more stringent
alpha level was in order (.01 vs, 05); under the more stringent alpha level, both the main
effect of IA and the interaction were only marginally significant. Tukey’s post hoc
testing was performed to test for significant differences between the levels. There was
significantly lower volubility in the 100% alone (level 3) than in either other level. Infant
volubility levels varied with differences in the percent time the infant spent alone as seen
in Figure 10.

VPM

Volubililty as a Function of IA
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

LENA
C1-5
C1-5 adjusted
<50% Alone ≥50% Alone 100% Alone
(N = 129)
(N = 24)
(N = 36)
Collapsed Circumstance Levels

Figure 10. IA collapsed into three levels, as indicated in the text.
Note. LENA and C1-5 values were computed at the segment level with N’s as indicated
in the figure. The C1-5 adjusted values are based on estimated marginal means computed
by SPSS in the F-test.

The data for all five levels of IA are displayed in Figure 11 and include the LENA
automated estimates as well.
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VPM

Infant Volubility as a Function of IA
(Randomly Selected segments)
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
LENA
C1 - 5

0% Alone
(N= 116)
2.21
3.45

<50% Alone ~50% Alone >50% Alone 100% Alone
(N = 13)
(N = 22)
(N = 14)
(N = 24)
1.74
3.28
1.53
0.64
3.00
5.10
3.39
1.20

Figure 11. Infant volubility by IA (Randomly Selected segments) for all 5 levels of IA.

High Volubility (HV) segments, Overall comparisons. The volubility level in
the High Volubility sample was higher, of course, than in the Randomly Selected (HV
overall mean VPM = 8.6, RS overall mean VPM excluding sleep = 3.3), and the increase
from LENA to human coded values was proportionally smaller for HV (46%) than for RS
(58%). The correlation between LENA and human coding in the HV segments was also
considerably lower than in the case of the RS segments, presumably in part because the
range of values was lower in the HV segments (r = .74, p = .01, n =10; t(9) = 8.45, p <
.001).
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VPM

Infant Mean VPM in RS and HV segments
r = .74, p = .01, n =10
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

1
2
C1-5 RS 5.43 5.30
C1-5 HV 13.04 9.44

3
2.09
7.92

4
2.77
8.6

5
6
7
2.90 4.26 2.80
5.76 12.42 8.54

8
2.17
4.48

9
2.48
8.6

10
3.03
6.56

Figure 12. Comparisons of Infant mean VPM from both Randomly Selected and High
Volubility segments

High Volubility Segments for Different Levels of Vocalizations Directed to
the Infant (VDI). The High Volubility segments were distributed across infants and
circumstances quite unevenly and in some levels of circumstance the total number of
segments was small or included only a few of the infants. As a result it was not deemed
appropriate to conduct ANOVA evaluations as had been done for the Randomly Selected
segments. Instead data are displayed below for descriptive purposes only in figures for all
five levels of each circumstance parameter along with the LENA automated estimates for
the same segments.
As indicated in Figure 13, the pattern of volubility for VDI with HV was quite
different from the one seen for the Randomly Selected samples. Indeed, for human coded
samples the highest level of volubility occurred in HV for the samples where there was
0% talk to the infants, precisely the opposite from the case of the RS samples. But the
low N in the HV case for 0% makes us hesitate to draw a strong conclusion here until
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more data are available. The pattern of highest volubility in 0% VDI was even more
weakly present in the case of the LENA values than for the human coding in the HV
samples.

VPM

Infant Volubility, VDI (High Volubility segments)
12
11
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9
8
7
6
5
4

LENA
C1-5

100%
(N= 29)
7.48966
7.94482

>50%
(N = 13)
6.63076
7.2

~50%
(N = 21)
6.7619
8.68572

<50%
(N~= 23)
7.62608
8.15652

0%
(N = 14)
8.01428
11.4

Figure 13. Infant volubility by VDI (High Volubility segments) for all 5 levels of VDI.

High Volubility Segments for Different Levels of Vocalizations Directed to
Others (VDO). Again the pattern across categories of VDO was not the same in the HV
samples as it was in the RS samples. Here, the human coding showed the highest rate at
0% VDO, whereas in the RS samples, the highest rate was for ~50% VDO. The LENA
results for HV segments were not patterned across levels of VDO as in the case of human
coding.
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VPM

Infant Volubility in VDO (High Volubility segments)
10
9
8
7
6
5
4

LENA
C1-5

100%
(N= 5)
8.16
5.84

>50%
(N = 8)
7.675
7.6

~50%
(N = 11)
7.43636
8.81818

<50%
(N = 24)
7.29166
7.375

0%
(N = 52)
7.1923
9.41538

Figure 14. Infant volubility by VDO (High Volubility segments) for all 5 levels of VDO.

High Volubility Segments at Different Levels of the Infant Being Alone (IA).
Infant volubility levels varied with differences in the percent time the infant spent alone
as seen in Figure 15. The results of the HV segment analysis showed that in contrast with
the Randomly Selected segments the condition of the infant alone or not being spoken to
did not correspond to low volubility, but rather to high volubility. Still the N for the low
IA categories was very low, and the pattern will need to be evaluated with a larger
sample in the future. The pattern of high volubility when the infant was alone was not
strongly seen in the LENA values.
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VPM

Infant Volubility IA (High Volubility segments)
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
0% Alone
(N= 67)
LENA
C1-5

7.56
7.70

<50%
Alone
(N = 11)
6.78
7.11

~50% Alone
(N = 9)
5.98
9.29

>50%
Alone
(N = 4)
6.15
11.40

100% Alone
(N = 9)
8.20
14.51

Figure 15. Infant volubility by IA (High Volubility segments) for all 5 levels of IA.

Low Volubility Segments. Low Volubility segments were evaluated in Study 2
in order to determine the extent to which the three consecutive zero’s criterion of Study 1
had actually effectively excluded infant sleep. To remind the reader, in Study 1, segments
were not included in random sampling in any case in which they occurred in sequences
where LENA assigned zero Child Vocalization Count to at least three consecutive
segments.
In this section we address the question: Did the presumption of three consecutive
zero-child-vocalization 5-minute segments according to LENA being sleep time turn out
to be an appropriate method of separating out sleep time?
The data from human coding indicated that approximately 24% of the time, the
infant was not asleep during any portion of these presumed zero-vocalization segments.
Still, the infants were asleep for some portion of 76% of the segments according to the
coders, and were considered asleep for the entire 5-minute segment in approximately
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66% of the segments. It is also of interest that across the 97 Low Volubility segments that
were actually fully coded (3 were not completed for unexplained reasons), there were 161
infant protophones coded along with 9 cries. 42 protophones occurred in a single 5minute segment even though LENA designated the Child Vocalization Count as zero.
Analysis on Vocal Types. To conduct an analysis of vocal type and its possible
variation across circumstances, we began by segregating the 189 Randomly Selected
sessions (sleep excluded) into three classes. In the first there was high VDI (n = 66), in
the second there was high VDO (n = 71) and in the third the infant was alone a significant
portion of the time (n = 31). Each 5-min segment in this analysis was uniquely assigned
to one of the three circumstance classes.
A univariate two-way analysis of variance on infant volubility for the three
protophone types and two reflexive vocalization types (cry or laugh) from the three
classes of circumstance (high VDI, high VDO, or high IA) revealed a significant main
effect of vocal type, F(1, 330) = 75.86, p < .001, ηp2 = .19, and circumstance class, F(2,
330) = 3.69, p = .03, ηp2 = .02. The circumstance-vocal type interaction was not
significant, F(2, 330) = 2.45, p = .09, ηp2 = .02. The significant vocal type effect
corresponds to the more frequent production of vocants than other vocal types, and the
circumstance effect supports the prior findings that high VDI corresponds to high
volubility and high IA corresponds to low volubility. The lack of a significant interaction
suggests the vocal types were not rigidly associated with the circumstance classes.
In order to compare the different vocal types, groupings which included 1) the
protophones: vocants, squeals, and growls and 2) the reflexive sounds: cries and laughs,
were evaluated in pairwise two-tailed t-tests with a Bonferroni adjustment (p = .017). For
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the protophones, vocants were not significantly more frequent in VDI than in VDO
(t(9) = 1.55, p = 0.16). However the higher frequency of vocants in VDI (t(9) = 7.72, p <
.001) and VDO (t(9) = 5.04, p = .001) than in IA was significant. There were no other
statistically significant pairwise comparisons within the protophones after the Bonferroni
adjustment (Figure 16).
Considering the fixed signals, it is worthy of note that the coders found very little
laughter in any of the sessions—a grand total of 55 cases, representing less than one half
of one percent of the total vocalization in the sample. Cries on the other hand constituted
about 11% of the infant vocalizations.
Analysis of the High Volubility segments showed similar outcomes. There was
more crying in the HV segments (1.36 cries per minute) than in the RS segments (.4 cries
per minute). In addition there was a .31 correlation between the number of protophones
and the number of cries per segment for the 100 HV segments, compared to a .10
correlation for the 189 RS segments. Thus crying predicted high volubility in the
segments chosen as having HV to a greater extent than in RS segments. This pattern
suggests that infant distress may have contributed to high volubility, especially in the HV
segments.
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Infant Vocal Type Across Circumstances

VPM

4

VDI (n = 66)

3

VDO (n = 71)

2

IA (n = 31)

1
0
Vocant

Growl

Squeal
Vocal Types

Laugh

Cry

Figure 16. Infant vocal type across all three circumstance classes (RS segments)

Environmental Effects
A comparison of infant volubility when there was no TV or radio playing to
having the TV or radio playing 100% of the time indicated there was no significant
difference in infant volubility levels related to TV or radio (t(9)= - .27, p = .79). Amount
of TV did not correlate highly with either protophone volubility or the amount of crying
in the Randomly Selected segments (r =.04, -.04, n=240), but in the High Volubility
segments, the correlations were higher (r =.25, p = .002 for protophones, r =.37, p < .001
for cry).
To assess the possible implications for TV watching on vocal interaction with
infants, we determined that 53 0% VDI segments occurred among the 80 5-minute
segments when the TV was on 100% of the time. In contrast only 9 5-minute segments
with 50% or greater VDI occurred when the TV was on 100% of the time. Furthermore,
52 0% VDI segments occurred among the 145 five-minute segments when the TV was
not playing, and a similar number, 51 segments showed 50% or greater VDI when the TV
was not playing. The obvious conclusion is that when the TV was on, people were much
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less likely (9/80 = 11% of segments) to talk to the infant 50% of the time or more, than
when the TV was off (51/145 = 35% of the segments). This conclusion is supported by χ2
analysis (χ2 = 15.1, p < .001)

Infant Volubility with TV or Radio Playing

VPM

8
6
4
2
0
LENA
Human Coding

100%
(n=80)
1.13
2.18

>50%
(n=4)
4.50
6.70

~ 50%
(n=8)
1.85
3.43

<50%
(n=3)
2.33
3.33

0%
(n=145)
1.85
2.70

Figure 17. Infant volubility with TV or radio in the environment.

Only 5 of the participants had segments which were coded as outside the home or in
the car (Figures 18 and 19). Participant parents had been asked to try to confine
recordings to the home, but some recording periods nonetheless occurred outside the
home. N’s were small, but there was a trend for volubility to be lower for cases where
100% of the time was spent outside or in the car.
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Infant Vocalizations In Car
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Infant Vocalizations Outside
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4
3
2
1
0

Percentage of time in car

Figures 18 and 19. Infant vocalizations outside or in the car (RS segments)

Summary of Results
Study 1
Six-month old infant volubility from a home setting across a typical day was
estimated at 4.7 vocalizations per minute based on 12 randomly selected samples per day
per infant (excluding the time presumably spent in sleep, three consecutive five minute
periods of zero child vocalization count as indicated by LENA). The rate of infant
vocalization estimated by LENA was about half that estimated by the human coder.
Human coders (PC and RC) agreed with each other (r = .98, n = 10) on volubility
to a much greater extent than the primary coder agreed with LENA on volubility (r = .85,
p < .001, n = 10). The correlation between mean volubility estimated by LENA for the
exported segments on the 10 infants and volubility provided by LENA for the all-day
results (r = .93, p < .001, n = 10) indicated that the exported segments were highly
predictive of the all-day recordings.
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Study 2
Volubility in Study 2 based on human coding of 24 randomly selected 5-minute
samples per infant (and then excluding segments where the infant was deemed by the
coder to be sleeping) was lower than in Study 1 (2.6 compared to 4.7). Study 2’s estimate
(3.3) may be the more valuable one, because sleep segments were excluded based on
direct monitoring rather than on the 3-consecutive-0-segment criterion of Study 1, which
seems to have produced a skewing of the Study 1 data such that low volubility segments
were too often excluded.
As in Study 1, the human coders in Study 2 agreed with each other on infant
volubility to a much greater extent (mean for 5 coders, r = .96, n = 14) than they agreed
with LENA (for data aggregated across 5 coders, r = .65, n =189).
For Randomly Selected segments, the six-month-old infants displayed low
volubility when there was 0% VDI (1.3 VPM), significantly lower than in cases where
vocalizations were being directed to the infant (3.6 to 6.5 VPM). Similarly, infants
showed significantly lower volubility in the Randomly Selected segments when they
were alone (1.2 VPM), than when others were present (3.0 to 5.1 VPM). Finally, it
appeared that infant volubility was highest when talk between others occurred about 50%
of the time (5.8 VPM), with both very high and very low levels of talk between others
corresponding to lower infant volubility (for high levels of talk 2.0 to 2.2 VPM, for low
3.1 to 3.9 VPM).
In the High Volubility segments, infants exhibited the highest level of volubility
when they were in the IA 100% circumstance (14.5 VPM), although this pattern was not
significantly higher than when others were present (range 7.1 to 11.4 VPM), perhaps
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because the n for infants alone was low (9). This pattern may also have been partly due to
fussiness. Several of the IA 100% segments included considerable crying, and indeed cry
amounts correlated with protophone volubility positively (r = .31, p = .002, n = 100) in
the High Volubility segments. Still, there were numerous examples in the data of
segments where the infant was deemed alone, or not being spoken to at all, and where
nonetheless, there were considerable numbers of infant vocalizations, perhaps instances
of infant practice of vocalization.
In Study 1 presumed sleep segments were eliminated from possible sampling by
excluding any segment that was one of at least three consecutive segments with zero
Child Vocalization Count according to LENA. To test how well this procedure worked,
in Study 2 we selected 100 segments pertaining to one of these sequences of at least three
consecutive zero’s, and we coded them. Seventy percent of these Low Volubility
segments proved to be, as expected, cases where the infants were asleep at least part of
time according to the coders, and where very low volubility occurred according to the
human coders. In 15% of the segments, on the other hand, the infants were awake and
produced a mean of 1.6 VPM, actually higher than the rate for infants alone and awake in
the RS sample.
Vocal types as seen in the Randomly Selected segments revealed that protophones
(vocants, growls and squeals) accounted for 89% of all infant vocalizations while cry
accounted for 11% and laughs less than one-half of one percent. The very low volubility
for laughter was not expected.
Also protophone types showed roughly similar patterns across three circumstance
groupings of the data. There were significantly more infant vocalizations for vocants and
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growls when VDI was very high and significantly fewer when the infants were alone,
with segments where others were talking to each other very frequently showing an
intermediate level of infant volubility. Squeals also showed highest volubility when VDI
was high, but did not show the pattern of vocants and growls for high IA and high VDO.
Vocants were most prevalent among the protophones, as has been reported in prior
research (Koopmans-van Beinum, 1986; Oller,1980, 2000; Stark, 1978).
Environmental factors did not seem to significantly affect volubility levels in
Study 2. There were no significant differences between the volubility when the TV was
on for the entire 5-minute segment (n = 80) or when the TV or radio was not on at all (n =
145). Similarly, no notable differences occurred in volubility for infants out of doors or
riding in cars.
Discussion
The use of the LENA automated recording and analysis system provides a way of
gathering infant volubility across the day in the home environment with no intrusions or
adjustments in daily routine. Because of the existence of this system, it is now possible to
find all-day infant volubility levels and to estimate them both directly with LENA and
separately by coding randomly selected segments that can be very conveniently obtained
in the system.
The six-month volubility level according to our human coded random sampling
method overall was 3.3 (Study 2 RS) or 4.7 (Study 1, excluding three consecutive zero
segments). The results for Study 1 suggested that six-month-old infant volubility (4.7
VPM) fits in the middle for values previously reported for face-to-face interaction (2 to
6.5 VPM) (Delgado, Messinger, & Yale, 2002; Franklin et al., in press; Yale, Messinger,
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Cobo-Lewis, Oller, & Eilers, 1999). Still, face-to-face interaction might be expected to
show considerably higher rates than would be obtained by sampling across an entire day.
This expectation is more in line with the estimate of Study 2, and that estimate may be
the more reliable one, because it was based on a sampling method that was truly random
at the outset, and where ‘sleep’ segments were eliminated afterwards. As a result of this
difference in sampling procedure, there were 79/240 segments with zero vocalizations
according to the human coders included in Study 2, while there were only 10/120 zero
segments included in Study 1.
The volubility estimate based on this all-day sampling (4.7 VPM) in Study 1 was
nearly twice the value estimated by the LENA software (2.4 VPM) for the same 12
segments per infant. This finding is quantitatively informative, yet it was predictable that
the volubility values here would be higher since the LENA software does not categorize
sounds as infant vocalization unless they are free of overlay from other voices or sounds.
The human listener usually discerns the infant voice despite overlay. In Study 2 the
volubility estimates based on the all-day random sampling (3.3 VPM) were again notably
higher that the values estimated by the LENA software (2.1 VPM).
When comparing infant volubility across different circumstances, there were
differences in numbers of protophones produced when vocalizations were directed to
infants or to others, or when infants were alone. Our findings suggest that contrary to the
widely cited suggestion of Delack and Fowlow (1978), infants do not vocalize most when
alone, but rather when they are engaged in vocal interaction. The presence of other
individuals speaking with each other appears to have a complex effect, where greatest
infant volubility corresponds to moderate amounts of adult-to-adult talk.
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In contrast to the results for the Randomly Selected sample (Study 2), the High
Volubility Segments showed highest infant volubility when IA was 100%. These patterns
in the HV sampling may be thought to support the widely cited claim that infants
vocalize more when alone than in social interaction. But interpreting this result is
precarious, because the infants in the alone situation may have been calling for attention
or fussing and thus not vocalizing in a truly solitary fashion. They may have been
vocalizing instrumentally, and this possibility is supported by the positive correlation
between amount of cry and protophone volubility in the HV segments—the correlation
for the RS segments was considerably lower. Another possible influence on this pattern
may be that infants sometimes produce high rates of vocalization in practice-like play
while alone. Others have indeed suggested that infants vocalize as either motor practice
(Locke, 1989) or as a form of vocal play (Dodd, 1972; Masur & Rodemaker, 1999). The
infants in a few of the highest volubility segments (VPM > 7) were indeed alone and not
crying. This is a pattern that suggests practice. Our continued research on this topic will
attempt to tie this speculation to firmer ground with more detailed assessments of how
infants vocalize (for example how much they fuss or seem to call for attention) when they
are alone.
The LENA automated analyses consistently produce lower estimates of volubility
than human coding. This was consistent across all circumstances and in all of the
segment types (see Appendix C), although the differences were greater for Randomly
Selected segments than for High Volubility segments. While the LENA automated
analyses provides counts that correlate highly with human coding, the automated methods
do not yet reflect the finer level of detail that human coders are able to recognize.
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At this point we have a tentative conversion factor for LENA estimates of 6month-old infant volubility designed to produce a value that should approximate human
coding where all infant vocalizations including those in overlap with other voices or
noise are included. The conversion factor is based on the totally random sampling of
Study 2, with an N of 240 five-min segments. In this case, the human coding yielded a
value (2.6 VPM), that was 58% higher than the LENA value for the very same segments
(1.7 VPM). The inclusion of all 240 in this comparison is necessary because we have no
means of determining when sleep occurred in the LENA all-day samples that we wish to
use as a basis for larger scale estimation of volubility. If we use the reported value from
51 twelve-hour recordings from the LENA Research Foundation Natural Language Study
Technical Report accessible on line, applying this conversion factor, we acquire an
estimate of 2.0 VPM, lower than our human coding estimate of 2.6, perhaps a result of
higher SES in the Memphis sample (the LRF sample was stratified to represent the US
Census, while the Memphis sample was clearly mid to high SES). This value (2.0 VPM)
is, we think, the best current estimate, consistent with standard laboratory counting
procedures, of naturally occurring volubility for six-month-old Americans across the
national range of SES.
Limitations and Future Directions
Even though the combination of these two studies resulted in the coding of more
than 9,000 infant utterances, the sample seems small in retrospect because so many of our
questions ultimately would have profited from larger numbers. For example, the infant
alone circumstance is of substantial interest, but we found few 5-minute segments
through RS, HV or LV sampling where the infant was both alone and awake. A larger
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sample size is clearly in order to determine the role of spontaneous vocalizations when
alone.
In these studies a single all-day recording from each infant was obtained, and it is
unclear how much variation might have occurred with additional coding on another allday recording at six-months of age for each infant. In addition our data pertain to one age,
and there is considerable evidence (Caskey, Stephens, Tucker, & Vohr, 2011; Oller et al.,
1995; Yale et al., 1999) to suggest that the values that will be obtained in our future
efforts at other ages will be different. Having volubility estimates from different ages
(across the whole first year and also in prematurely born infants still not at full term ages)
to compare with LENA automated estimates will provide a range of conversion factors
upon which we can base age-specific estimates of volubility based on LENA’s large
stratified sample.
Tracking the progression across ages for volubility and vocal type in a variety of
circumstances such as those considered here should provide valuable information
regarding the endogenous motivation of the infant as well as the role of parental input in
the acquisition and development of language. Additional information regarding infant
state and intentions might be obtained through additional questions about, for example,
fussiness or body movement (Jones & Moss, 1971). Since cry and protophones in the HV
segments did correlate significantly, it would be beneficial to determine how much of the
vocalization (especially when the infant was alone) was spontaneously generated versus
the amount that was inspired by discomfort or boredom (attention seeking or fussing).
While it may be some time before automated analyses can be exclusively relied
upon for volubility data, the combination of automated analysis and human coding of as
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little as 20% of the 5-minute segments across the day has proven to provide us with
enough information to begin to determine a typical range of volubility at six months.
With larger samples of infants at each age, it seems within reach to develop clinical
criteria for early identification based on very low (and perhaps very high) volubility.
The current LENA recorder is audio only. Clearly it would be valuable to verify
circumstance judgments through coding of simultaneously obtained video signals. While
all-day audio/video is still prohibitively expensive from the standpoint of power and
storage requirements, it will presumably not be so for much longer. In the meantime
short-term video recordings could be added to spot check audio-based circumstance
coding. In addition, parents can supply hour by hour information about circumstances in
the home, especially regarding when the infant is alone and/or asleep.
The ability to gather data in the natural home environment without disturbing the
family routine provides a better depiction of the infant or child’s true volubility as well as
the distribution of different vocal types than traditional sampling methods. Naturalistic
sampling may be particularly informative for infants and children with disorders who
often find the laboratory setting constricting and do not perform to the best of their
abilities except when they are at home. Our research thus can be viewed as laying
foundations in both scientific and clinical realms.
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Appendices
Appendix A
Study 1 Reliability Scatter Plots
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Figure 20. Scatterplot Study 1 RC to PC
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Figure 22. Scatterplot Study 1 PC to LENA
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Appendix B
Study 2 Reliability Scatter Plots
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Figure 24. Scatterplot Study 2 C1-5 to RC, RS segments
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Figure 25. Scatterplot Study 2 RC to LENA, RS segments
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Figure 26. Scatterplot Study 2 C1-5 to LENA, RS segments
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Figure 27. Scatterplot Study 2 C1-5 to RC, HV segments
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Figure 28. Scatterplot Study 2 RC to LENA, HV segments
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Appendix C
Study 2: Within-circumstance correlations
and t-tests for human coding vs. LENA analysis
The LENA automated child vocalization count data is compared here to the
human coding across the degrees of each circumstance parameter for both the Randomly
Selected segments and the High Volubility segments.
For levels of VDI in the RS sample. When comparing LENA outcomes to those
for the 5 coders for the Randomly Selected segments sorted by VDI, the correlations of
volubility as estimated by the two methods (human and LENA) ranged from .55 to .66.
The dependent t-tests indicated that even within levels of VDI, the human coding
sometimes estimated significantly higher volubility rates than LENA. These values are
deemed of interest because LENA research is now being conducted widely across
differing circumstances of recording without empirical information about the robustness
of LENA measures across circumstances.

Table 6
Comparison of Infant Speech-like Vocalizations ~ LENA coding to Human Coding for the
5 degrees of VDI
VDI
100%

Correlation
r = .57, p = .002

Dependent two tailed, t-test comparison
t(25) = -.84, p = .41

>50%
r = .61, p = .015
~50%
r = .55, p = .005
<50%
r = .62, p < .001
0%
r = .66, p < .001
(bold = statistically significant)

t(14) = -3.77, p = .002
t(24) = -1.89, p = .07
t(60) = -3.87, p < .001
t(61) = - 3.32, p = .002
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For levels of VDO in the RS sample. When comparing the LENA to human
coding in the Randomly Selected segments at differing levels of VDO the correlations of
infant protophones measures ranged from .43 to .72 (Table 7) and three levels of adult to
other interaction revealed significantly greater numbers of vocalizations coded by
humans (>50%, ~50%, and 0%).

Table 7
Comparison of Infant Speech like Vocalizations ~ LENA to Human Coding, VDO
circumstance
VDO

Correlation

Dependent two tailed t-test comparison

100%
>50%

r = .43, p <.01
r = .73, p < .001

t(32) = -1.43, p = .16

~50%

r = .61, p = .003

<50%
0%

r = .72, p < .001
r = .62, p < .001

t(17) = -3.92, p = .001
t(20) = -3.15, p = .005
t(38) = -2.26, p = .029
t(77) = -3.61 , p = .001

For levels of IA in the RS sample. When comparing LENA to human coding for
the Randomly Selected segments sorted by IA, the correlations of volubility as estimated
by the two methods ranged from .56 to .88 (Table 8). The dependent t-tests indicate that
even within levels of IA, the human coding sometimes estimated significantly higher
volubility rates than LENA.
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Table 8
Comparison of Infant Speech like Vocalizations ~ LC to HC, IA circumstances
IA

Correlation

Dependent two tailed t-test comparison

100%
>50%

r = .56, p = .005
r = .84, p < .001

t(23) = 1.95, p = .06

~50%
<50%
0%

r = .66, p = .001
r = .88, p < .001
r = .58, p < .001

t(13) = 3.63, p = .003
t(21) = 2.40, p = .03
t(12) = 2.01, p = .07
t(115) = -3.61 , p < .001

For levels of VDI segments in the HV sample. The correlations of infant
protophone measures for LENA vs. human coding ranged from .10 to .99; only the ~50%
VDI level was significant (see Table 9). There was a significantly greater number of
infant vocalizations coded by human coders than LENA at the ~50% interaction level.

Table 9
Comparison of infant speech-like vocalizations, VDI circumstance
VDI

Dependent two-tailed t-test
comparison

Correlation

100%

r = .31, p = .10

t(28) = -.60, p = .55

>50%

r = .10, p = .76

t(12) = - .44, p = .67

~50%

r = .48, p = .03

t(20) = -2.31, p = .03

<50%

r = .27, p = .20

t(22) = -.59, p = .56

r = -.0002, p = .99

t(13) = 1.69 , p = .12

0%

For levels of VDO in the HV sample. The correlations of LENA to human
coding of volubility ranged widely from negative to positive (-.58 to .36), but Ns were
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very small in some cases, and only the 0% VDO (N=52) was significant. There was also
a significant difference noted between LENA and human coding at 0% VDO ( p = .001).
See Table 10.

Table 10
Comparison of LENA Automated analysis to human coding for VDO
VDO
100%

Correlation
r = -.58, p = .30

Dependent two-tailed t-test
comparison
t(4) = .63, p = .56

>50%
~50%
<50%

r = .36, p = .38
r = .20, p = .56
r = .35, p =.11

t(7) = .05, p = .96
t(10) = -1.11, p = .29
t(23) = - .10, p = .93

0%

r = .33, p = .015

t(51) = - 3.42, p = .001

For levels of Infant Alone in the HV sample. The correlations of LENA to
human coding for volubility ranged from -.01 to .77; all but the ~50% IA were nonsignificant. There were sometimes significant differences noted between LENA and
human coding. See Table 11.

Table 11
Comparison of LC to HC infant volubility coding in the IA circumstance
Dependent two-tailed t-test
comparison
t(8) = - 2.85, p = .02

IA
100%

Correlation
r = -.01, p = .99

>50%
~50%
<50%

r = .37, p = .63
r = .77, p = .02
r = .43, p =.19

t(3) = - 3.39, p = .04
t(8) = - 3.17, p = .01
t(10) = - .31 p = .76

0%

r= .20, p = .11

t(66) =- .26, p = .79
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